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About This Game

Fight on the front lines of the war between humanity and the hideous Blobs. (Not that anyone has actually seen a Blob up close,
but everyone knows they have tentacles. Surely they’re hideous!) Go on stealth missions, run alien blockades, and investigate

mysterious planets, "aided" by Lloyd, your insufferably obnoxious shipboard computer.

Choice of the Star Captain is the hilarious interactive science-fiction novel where your choices determine how the story
proceeds. The game is entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of

your imagination.

For example, suppose Lloyd has just informed you that your ship will crash land on the jungle moon of Cygnus Delta in 93
seconds. What will you do?

A) Call upon your elite piloting skills to escape the moon’s gravity well.
B) Invite Lloyd to land the ship himself, if he’s so smart.

C) Make the prudent choice, and try landing on the moon’s surface instead of attempting a risky escape.
D) Spend the last 93 seconds of your life gleefully smashing Lloyd’s screen with a torque wrench.

Humanity needs you, Star Captain! Will you defeat the Blobs and come home as a war hero? Will you uncover the secret that
sparked the Blob invasion? Will you serve as ambassador and convince the Blobs to spare the human race? The choice is yours.
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This game is based on a 90s comic book. I haven't read the source material, but the game perfectly fits every stereotype of the
Dark Age of comics. It's very grimdark, very serious and self-important, and very stupid. It has a lot of blood, sex and swearing,
but has no idea how to use them either to have fun, or to tell a compelling story. It tries so hard to be mature that it comes off as
the exact opposite of that. Your protagonist is a jerk and a moron who can't help but get into every trap the enemies set up for
him. His only personality trait is that he's always moody because his girlfriend died (because of course she did).
The gameplay is dull -- a cross between corridor shooter and a cover shooter with no good mechanics or level design to support
either play style. There are 4 types of weapons (pistols, light machine guns, heavy machine guns and shotguns), and different
guns in the same category feel like the same gun, so there's not much variety. Your enemies are even more disappointing. It's a
dark urban fantasy game with demons and black magic, so why are all the enemies just guys with guns? Well, there is a tiny bit
of variation there: you have guys with shields, guys with whips who can take your weapons away, and teleporting guys, but that's
it. The only interesting enemy is the projector guy who exploits your vulnerability to light. Most battles feel the same. Even in
Hell itself, you're fighting flayed dudes with magic guns!
The Darkness powers feel like a cool idea, but in practice they aren't very useful. It feels like the developers were afraid to let
the players have too much fun with the powers. The spells you get (both of them) work for a very small time and have huge
cooldowns. Snake whips are only useful in close combat against one or two enemies -- with bigger groups melee works as well
as it generally does in cover shooters. Executions are fun for the first 10 times, then they become old, and you notice how same
are the enemies and how long are the animations. Throwing stuff at the enemies is pretty fun, though -- when the game gives
you stuff to throw.
Vulnerability to light is the only mechanic that feels interesting and gives the gameplay variety, especially when the flashbangs
and projectors start appearing. It makes you change your positions, find and destroy light sources, stay away from the lit parts
while your enemies run there freely... These moments were legitimately fun.
Long story short, the gameplay is dull, the story is moronic, and the characters are douches. If you like the game's premise, do
yourself a favor and play Shadow Warrior instead.. Brings back the days of table top space marine and the massive game of
titans. Look forward to other updates. Great start looks like it will be a good game. A mighty attempt at keeping the series fresh,
suffering from a lack of pc optimisation and testing. The 360 pad support is there, but everything else looks like it needs more
work done with it. In a game about puzzles fused with speedrunning you're thinking 4 player would be an amazing idea! But
then you remember it's incredibly easy to troll each other, which will happen 100 times more often than the military like
precision needed to make full use of co-op speedrunning. There's a vs mode I haven't tested, but I imagine it has a lot to do with
the aformentioned trolling.

Only get this if you REALLY love the series, love the character, have local friends who are more likely to work together than
troll and\/or it's on sale. I played this game together with some friends for 3 hours and we had lots of fun! Although we wished
to be stronger as the robot player every single game delivered heavy tension and scary moments.

With the upcoming changes this is a must buy (if you've got someone to play with :). The best realistic racing/drift game ever!
It's old but gold!!!
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lmao good joke. PC Gamer US presented Lords of the Realm with its 1994 "Best Historical Simulation"! This is a simulation of
England\/Wales without king, so all the different nobles are trying their best to grab the island for their own.

Well there wasn\u2019t really that many western turn-based strategy game back than but I certain enjoyed it many years ago.
Even when I am short of funds to buy games for Christmas 2017 I picked the complete collection of lords of the realm after
having It on Wishlist for about half a year.

After 5 failed attempt I found I still got it by completing this on highest difficulty once again. The famous \u201cOne More
Turn\u201d syndrome still push me to play this all the way to 4 o\u2019clock in the morning on working day.

The game it still was running very smoothly for me and after the first half an hour you start to get use to the old low-resolution
graphics. The music is ever continuous and lacking variety, but you cannot ask too much for a game from 24 years ago. The
gameplay itself lacking many of the new mechanics like troop experience points but the smart economic\/happiness\/health
system are very interesting to toy with. You just about have to move those sliders for every county every turn until you take over
enough lands and get too lazy to pass it to a steward.

As a very old game it doesn't have trading card and achivements. Dosbox also doesn't support steam overlay's screenshoot
feature.

New young player beware as this game do not have a tutorial so if you are playing it for the first time make sure you at least
reading the \u201creadme.txt\u201d guide that\u2019s located in the game folder.

I must confess even as a return player I wasn\u2019t very confident that I remember how exactly to do this game right, so I had
to go on YouTube to watch waytofail\u2019s playthrough of this game. Thanks bro for all the tips and reminder. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Md9B0f-8FgE

8\/10 and this is what is what I give for this game now. Back in 1994 it may be the best but now it\u2019s aged quite a bit yet
it\u2019s still enjoyable and recommend for all strategy game fan to try out. It's dirt cheap for a great classic!. Nibba this game
finna cop in some serious illnesses, it's so sick nibba. I made a rap about this mutha. "Turbo pug. Turbo pug. Best when you
takin your wine and goin glug glug glug. Turbo pug. Turbo pug. It got a dank soundtrack, it's muh plug plug plug." I'm finna buy
the soundtrack if they put it up for sale nibba, that♥♥♥♥♥♥♥the dankie in the world hot dog.. the alleged <code> tab that the
tutorial references so much does not exist. Since t his is not there, you cannot do anything other than read some "emails" telling
you to go to the <code> tab to do your first code. In the screenshost it shows Marvellous OS 2.0, but when the game runs it
shows as Marvellous 0.1 so im not sure if this is the wrong version that was deployed, but i requested a steam refund.
Unplayable.

Pros:
It was only $4.99

Cons:
100% UNPLAYABLE unless you love games where you read one dumb tutorial email demanding you to take actions that do
not exist in the game. i watch this display ad showing.
I decide take a risk to purchese.
when i ready to play and it's seem
hard to play. im still struggle to slow it
down on bar speed or etc. I dont get it.
I hope the delvper can fix something
improvement. on other hand, i Like
the games but need improvment.. The single compaing is very nice, short tough.
The multiplayer is prety much dead.. +300 level up
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